Science Day at The Orchid School
Science day was celebrated with a lot of zeal and enthusiasm at The
Orchid School on
23-02-2019. The entire school was buzzing with different kinds of
activities that were planned for the day. These activities came to life
with the collaboration of the ‘Think Science Team.’
It all started with children proudly walking into their school with their
projects for display. One could witness enormous amount of effort put
into these projects and kids were eager to take them to their venue and
present the same in front of the judges.
The air was filled with excitement when the other group of children
were asked to move into their respective slots, such as, Quiz, Science
Art and Workshop.
Children who participated in the quiz gathered in the auditorium and
they witnessed some exciting rounds of question and answers. Three
teams were chosen as winners from the quiz round.
Children who assembled for the SciArt, were given a few topics, viz,
World in Future, Super Cars, Bio diversity, Logo of Think Science etc.
They were asked to choose any one topic and draw on the same.
The group which came together for the workshop were given a kit
which they had to assemble on their own. Children were excited and
enthusiastic about assembling a kit on their own. This gave them an
insight into the product assembled, as well as learning elements from
the same.
All the above-mentioned activities were judged by a panel of judges,
who asked them a few questions, which helped them arrive at their
conclusions.

Eminent guests like RJ Sangram and Ms. Radhika Deshpande graced and
added fervor to the occasion. Two students and a teacher had the
opportunity to interview RJ Sangram and the curious audience got to
know a lot from the interview.
Students who won consolation prizes got to take a selfie with RJ
Sangram and Radhika Deshpande.
The staff and students at The Orchid School extend their special thanks
to Dr. Mansi Nachiket Khasnis, Mr Nachiket Khasnis, Ms Radhika
Deshpande, RJ Sangram, Mr Mandar, Ms Ankita Chatterjee, Ms
Hrushikesh and Mr Vinod Bhamare who took time out from their busy
schedule to be a part of our Science Day Celebrations.
The Orchid School Science Day Celebration ended on a high note with
many students getting more determined to showcase their scientific
skills in future days to come. We at TOS surely hope that we have
successfully ignited the bulb of curiosity in their little minds.

